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BUYING ART ONLINE



Life of a Woman
by Ilaria Arpino

113" x 36"   Oil on Canvas $8000

Buy Now

WELCOME
Online art sales have skyrocketed in recent years, increasing 

72% in 2021 over the prior year, accounting for nearly 25% of 

all art sales. This trend is expected to continue for the foreseeable 

future, which shouldn’t be surprising. We buy everything online 

now and are accustomed to finding whatever we need with just 

a click. Why should buying art be any different? 

Today, millions of artists offer their work online to potential 

buyers from across the globe. The public. Art lovers can explore 

an astronomical number of works from variety of cultural and 

artistic influences at affordable prices. Plus, new technologies, 

such as inkjet and 3D printers, produce museum-quality pieces 

at just a fraction of the cost of original works. Even young 

people just starting their careers, without a lot of disposable 

income, can afford to fill their homes and apartments with 

unique artwork that they love. 

At the same time, with so many choices available, the process for 

finding the perfect pieces can be overwhelming and frustrating, 

especially for those with little experience in buying art. Should I 

buy an original or a print? What size is best for this wall? What 

frame should I choose? How much should I spend?

To answer these questions and more, we have put together this 

guide full of tips an advice to help make art buying journey 

easier to manage and hopefully, more enjoyable. 

- The Curatorial Team at Artrepreneur

https://artrepreneur.com/art/BGEdfFD6un7gN5Xik


50 ft. Woman Takes Photos in Brooklyn

by Steve Schlackman

16" x 16   Giclée Print
$107

Buy Now

START BY DEFINING YOUR 
INTERESTS
With millions of works available online, your search process can quickly become unwieldy so 

its important to limit your search to only those types of works that you know you like.  That, of 

course, assumes you already know what you like. If you are new to the art world, you may have 

yet to develop your taste and even if you already have a sense of what attracts you, tastes can 

change. As well, artist are always innovating and pushing the boundaries of creativity so there 

may be types and styles of work being produced that you may not have been exposed to yet. So 

before you start your search, be sure to define what you like and don't like. 

https://artrepreneur.com/p/StevenSchlackman/art/schlackman-50ft-Woman


Blue Bell with Trees
by Marie Gagne Perez
8" x 10"   Giclée Print

$184

Buy Now

Now you can simply search using the keywords 

on your list to find more works in that style.  If 

the site has a robust search engine, you may be 

able to combine terms to narrow your search 

even further. 

For example, at Artrepreneur you can filter 

your search by category, size, orientation, and 

price, and the further narrow your search using 

keywords. The image on the right shows the 

results for a original, black & white photographs 

for under $1000.  

DEVELOP YOUR TASTE

Start by browsing through art sites just to see 

what catches your eye. Look at the details 

provided for each work to see if you can find 

commonality. You might find that you are 

drawn to certain categories of art, such as 

photography or printmaking. Perhaps you are 

more interested in styles (landscapes, portraits,  

still life, etc.), subject matter (animals, beaches, 

cars) or even mediums (oil paint, watercolor, 

wood blocks). 

Then, write down the terms that are most 

common from your selections.

NARROW YOUR SEARCH

https://artrepreneur.com/p/marieperez/art/Blue-Bells-With-Trees


Central Park
by Xin Lu

36" x 29"   Giclée Print
$244

Buy Now Circular
by Enrique Ortiz

27" x 27"   Giclée Print
$176

Buy Now

MAP YOUR SPACE

Now that you have defined the categories 

and style of artwork that interests you, 

the next step is to find the perfect piece 

for each room or wall. Keep in mind that 

your choices will not only visually impact 

the design of your space, but it will also 

say a lot about who you are. So, you’ll 

want to have a real connection with 

each work, and more importantly, find 

something that you will not get tired of 

seeing every day. 

At the same time, the style and subject 

matter that may be very different 

depending upon where in your space the 

artwork will be displayed. The location 

within the room, size of each piece, 

whether the work will stand alone or be 

paired with other works, and how the 

artwork coordinates with your decor, are 

all important considerations that you’ll 

need to take into account before making 

any purchase. 

https://artrepreneur.com/p/XinLu/art/Centralpark
https://artrepreneur.com/p/XinLu/art/Centralpark
https://artrepreneur.com/p/enriqueortizart/art/Circular


Begonia Cyanotype
by Lee O'Connor
16" x 24"   Giclée Print

$144

Buy Now California Dreaming
by Robin Ward

30" x 20"   Limited Edition 
$925

Buy Now

Before choosing a piece, consider the room 

where you intend to show the work as 

well as the room’s audience. For example, 

artwork in your bedroom can be more 

intimate than something that will end up 

in your living room. Many guests may 

never even see your bedroom, giving you 

the opportunity to hang something more 

personal or even controversial that you may 

not feel is appropriate for your visitors.

Conversely, you might want something 

in your living room that is striking and 

bold, a piece that will not only reflect your 

LOCATION

personality but also be very noticeable and 

perhaps spark discussion. 

Additionally, think about the places within 

the room where you want to hang art and 

whether that area also has a specific goal. 

Imagine a large living room with a central 

sofa, coffee table and TV where family and 

guests tend to gather. In the far corner of the 

room is a sitting area for quiet conversation,. 

To maintain the intimate vibe, it would be 

best to choose artwork that muted and soft 

rather than flashy, bright, or bold artwork 

that would highlight that part of the room.  

https://artrepreneur.com/p/leeoconnor/art/Begonia
https://artrepreneur.com/p/robinward/art/californiadreaming


Hurry
by Aaron Santos Boyd-Rochman
28" x 34"   Giclée Print

$181

Buy Now

Your art and furnishing should work 

together, not fight each other for dominance.  

So, it is important to decide whether you 

want the furnishings or your art to take 

center stage. If you’re looking for your 

furniture to be the eye-catching piece in the 

room, then go with muted or understated 

art, so that the pieces won’t overwhelm your 

decor. On the other hand, if you’re looking 

to make a statement with your art, then you 

should opt for more muted furniture and 

decor choices.  

DÉCOR

CHOOSING A COLOR PALETTE

To find artwork in a color palette that will 

work well in your room, try using a color 

wheel. A color wheel will generate color 

schemes based on different types of color 

relationships.  

There are four common types of color 

schemes derived from the color wheel.

• Monochromatic uses several shades 

(adding black) and tints (adding white) of 

a single color to create a subtle palette that 

will make the artwork unobtrusive in your 

room. 

• Analogous includes colors found next 

to each other on the wheel. Neighboring 

colors work well together because they 

share the same base colors so can feel soothing 

and relaxing. 

• Complimentary colors are directly opposite 

each other on the color wheel, such as blue and 

orange. Choosing artwork with complimentary 

colors can add energy to a room and make 

your artwork more noticeable. 

• Triadic forms a palette with vivid contrast 

that offers a vibrant, happy, and energizing 

vibe. 

Choose a prominent color from your room to 

find a color scheme that fits the objective of 

the wall space. Then use the website’s search 

tool to discover artwork in your chosen color 

palette. 

https://artrepreneur.com/art/xEaLvgbzPrZK2XTPT
https://www.canva.com/colors/color-wheel/
https://www.canva.com/colors/color-wheel/


City on Fire, Reflected
by Daniel Jenney
18" x 27"   Giclée Print

$263

Buy Now

SIZE MATTERS

Regardless of where your artwork is to 

be hung or placed, it will require an 

appropriate amount of spacing around 

it. Artwork without enough spacing 

can feel cluttered and ultimately detract 

from both the artwork and overall 

decor. Conversely, artworks placed 

with too much space around them 

may leave the wall looking empty.

A great way to help you visualize the 

right size for a specific wall area in a 

room is simply by using painter’s tape 

or sticky notes to outline different 

potential dimensions. Then you can 

step back from the wall to get a sense 

of the appropriate size.  

What size should it be? There are no 

hard and fast rules here but there are 

a few rules of thumb that might help. 

Before you start, you’ll need to find the 

junk drawer where you keep your tape 

measure along with something to write 

down the measurements, and if you 

aren’t great at math, grab a calculator, 

too.  

https://artrepreneur.com/art/gtDf6Qb6BARAKXKgD


Man on the Beach
by Alexey Adonin
21" x 26"   Giclée Print

$220

Buy Now

In general, wall art should take up 60%-75% 

of the available wall space, which means 

only the wall space that isn’t covered by 

furniture, moldings, or other obstructions. 

To calculate the dimensions, measure the 

width and height of your wall and then 

multiply them by both 0.60 and 0.75. This 

will give you the range of sizes that will suit 

the space. For example: If you have a blank 

wall that is 8 feet tall and 5 feet wide, you 

will then multiply both 5 and 8 by 0.6 and 

0.75. The ideal height of the artwork would 

be between 4.75 and 6 feet while the ideal 

width would between 3 and 3.75 feet.

RULE #1

RULE #2

When hanging wall art over furniture, such 

as a bed, a fireplace or a couch, the width of 

the artwork should be between 2/3 to 3/4 of 

the width of the furniture. The calculation for 

measuring the ideal size above your couch is 

similar to the one above. Let’s say your couch 

is 6 feet wide, multiply 6 by 0.66 and 0.75 for 

an optimal size of 3.6 feet and 4.5 feet wide.

It will help if the sites you are using to find art 

can search by size. Pay attention to whether 

the artworks come framed.  If not, you’ll want 

to determine the size of the unframed work for 

your search. If it is a work on canvas or the 

work is printed on metal or acrylic, then use 

the size of the artwork for the dimensions. 

https://artrepreneur.com/art/6T2imuMYo3rijc4ig


CREATE A GALLERY STYLE WALL

Don’t feel like you must buy a single work to fill a wall space. Instead try 

a series of smaller artworks, hung together in a creative layout. A gallery-

style wall is a great way to express your individual personality or tell a 

visual story and can often be more affordable than purchasing one large 

work.

When creating a gallery wall, consider the theme that ties the artworks 

together. If the images are too random or are too varied in size, style, or 

color, the result can be jarring. Think about any art gallery or museum 

you have visited. The gallerists and museum curators take great care in 

selecting art that work well together, connected by style, art movements, 

history, or other visual and contextual themes.  

Your theme can be loose or tightly woven together. A content-oriented 

theme can display something of personal importance and meaning to you 

(i.e. if you are a sailor, then create a sailing collection). Choose art of a 

similar styles, such as a series of etchings or black and white photographs 

for a visually cohesive group. Choosing similar sizes, color palettes, or 

frames can also bring the collection together. 



Originals, Limited Editions, or Prints
While we would all like to fill our homes or workspaces with original works of art, that 

may not be possible given how much you have available to spend. Whether you are buying 

a single piece or multiple works for a room, apartment, or entire home, you’ll want to be 

as economical as possible, while still finding quality works that you love. To get the best 

bang for your buck, you should consider a combination of originals, limited editions prints 

and open edition prints. Let's look at the advantages of each type of work. 

ORIGINALS. The terms today is used to describe a unique work of art created as the only 

one of its type in existence. Originals can come in any form, (painting, sculpture, ceramics, 

mixed media, etc) and are usually accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity or some 

other type of verification that this is the original. The prices for originals are generally higher 

than limited edition or open edition prints, but they don’t have to break the bank. A good 



Cephalopoda
by Luz Alba
8" x 11"   Giclée Print

$85

Buy Now

way to get great originals at reasonable prices is 

to buy work from emerging artists. It’s amazing 

what you can find by artists who are just starting 

out and have yet to build an audience for their 

work. As a result, the prices can be dramatically 

lower than established artists.

LIMITED EDITIONS.  If you can't afford 

an original work, a limited edition is a great 

alternative. A limited edition is a replicated form 

of the original work produced in a limited “run.” 

Each size produced usually has its own edition. 

Each item in the series is given an authentication 

number, for instance 8/25 means you have in 

your possession the 8th print out of a total of 

25 prints available for sale. Limited editions will 

also include a Certificate of Authenticity or other 

legally binding document that ensures that no 

more than the limited number will be produced. 

A limited edition may not be a perfect copy, 

depending upon the medium. An oil painting, for 

example, will have texture and dimension while 

a limited edition print of the work will be flat. 

On the other hand, limited edition photos may 

be exact copies. Some limited edition may have 

minor differences, such as a series of woodblock 

prints that are each handmade version from 

the same woodblock. Prices for limited editions 

should be less than an original, although as the 

editions are sold, the higher number editions may 

increase in price due to the shrinking availability. 

OPEN EDITIONS.  Open editions can also 

be a great option depending upon the quality 

of the work being produced. Open editions 

works are available in unlimited numbers and 

are not signed by the artist or authenticated. 

Open editions can be produced in a number of 

ways with varying quality so be sure to review the 

production process before buying an open edition.  

However, in many cases, the quality can be just 

as good as a limited edition without having to 

spend the higher prices of the limited editions. For 

example, Artrepreneur’s prints its open editions 

on the same museum-quality Giclée printers that 

are used to print limited edition works seen in the 

best galleries around the world. Giclée printers are 

highly detailed and even small defects in the image 

can be noticeable.

https://artrepreneur.com/art/ReemPkokkxq4FB8Tp?saleType=pod


FRAMING

Choose a frame for a work can be as 

important as the artwork itself.  The 

right frame can focus the attention on 

the artwork or highlight the placement 

in a room while a poor frame choice 

can overpower the artwork or fail 

to give the artwork the presence it 

deserves. An impressionist painting 

may work well with an ornate gold 

leafed frame but that same frame may 

look horrible with a photo of graffiti 

on a subway car. 

A frame can also protect your artwork 

from physical as well as environmental 

damage, such as including a UV 

coating to reduce fading from direct sunlight. Works can also be printed on acrylic or metal back or 

canvas wrapped, without a frame, so viewers can focus solely on the artwork. Choosing the right 

frame can be difficult when you are unable to see how a particular frame will look with a specific 

piece or in a particular location within the room. To overcome this problem, here are a few tips that 

can help.

DO-IT-YOURSELF FRAMING. While you can visit your local frame store to see physical samples 

of frames, you will still be unable to see what the work will look like when framed. Instead, consider 

buying a frame from websites, such as  AmericanFrame.com or Framesusa.com. They have hundreds 

of frames styles and mats in various levels of quality, all at reasonable prices. 

More importantly, you can upload a copy of the artwork and placed it in a virtual image of the 

frame. Some sites even will show you what the work will look like in a virtual room so you can be 

more confident about your purchase. You can choose from numerous options, including non-acid 

backing, UV and non-glare acrylic, double matting, shadowboxes, and more. Most framing sites 

also have a resources and tools to guide you in finding the right style and options for your work, and 

in some cases, can even provide a personal framing consultant. The frames are shipped with easy 

instructions for inserting your artwork. 

http://AmericanFrame.com
http://Framesusa.com


If you have found artwork that you love within 

your budget, have chosen frames that you believe 

will make the works pop, it’s time to see how 

they might look on your wall before you make 

your final purchases.  The last thing you want 

is to be unhappy with how a piece looks in a 

particular spot and wishing you had chosen and 

alternate piece instead.  

There are a several apps that can make this task 

easy buy enabling you to take a photo of your 

wall and then insert the artworks into the image 

so you can see what they will look like when 

hung.  Here are a couple to get you started. 

WallApp is one of the more popular apps and 

it’s free! While many other apps only let you add 

art pieces to existing photos of rooms available 

within the app, WallApp enables you to use 

your own walls. From there, you can move the 

art piece around and see exactly how it’ll look 

on the wall.  If you don’t want to download 

the app, or just want to see a larger image, 

you can use the web version on your desktop 

or laptop.

Wallary takes viewing art on your wall to the 

next level.  It uses augmented reality to visualize 

the photo on your wall in real-time. You can 

upload your art and Wallary will prompt you 

to scan your room with your phone camera. 

You are will be displayed on your screen.  You 

can move your phone around to see the art 

from different angles and placed on different 

walls throughout your space as if the art was 

already having on the wall.  Unfortunately. 

This is app is only available on the iPhone.  

Art Visualizer is another Augmented Reality 

app that allows you to virtually see how art 

looks on any wall.  Not only does it allow you 

to see the art at the actual size of the work but 

also comes with a gallery of frames so you can 

see how different frames change the overall 

look of the work in your space.  The app is 

available on both apple and android phones.  

SEE HOW IT LOOKS BEFORE YOU BUY

https://www.wallary.app/en
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wallapp-wallpapers-by-design/id1434546499
https://www.wallary.app/en
https://artvisualiser.com/


THANK YOU

We know the journey of buying art never ends. There will always be styles and mediums 

that you never would have considered before. You'll find new pieces that you have a real 

connection with, that express your personality, and that you will not get tired of seeing on 

your wall. There is always more to discover. 

If you found this book useful, consider joining our creative community so you can receive 

more information to help you in your buying process along with thousands of works by 

emerging artists that you can buy right now.  It’s free to join. 

https://artrepreneur.com

